Regular Workshops

Selection I - Monday, 2:15 p.m.
A. Creative Ministrual Responses to an Abusive Culture. This workshop will explore how to recognize abusive situations and determine appropriate responses relating to the victim, the abuser, the minister, the church, and the law. Leader: Laurrell Swartzwelder
B. Supervision and Theological Reflections: Helping Students Develop a Rationale for Ministry. An approach for assisting seminarians to develop a personal theological rationale for ministry. Case material will guide discussion of issues in the integration of theological reflection and supervision. Leader: Charles J. Scalice
C. Evaluation in Supervision. This workshop will be an overview of evaluation in supervision, focusing on the purposes of evaluation and the processes of evaluation. Leader: Mary Alice Seals

Selection II - Monday, 3:45 p.m.
D. Supervision in an Ecumenical Setting. Our understanding of God's love for the world is one foundation for ministering to the spiritual needs of all persons, regardless of their religious persuasion. Leader: Georgine Buckwalter
E. Supervision of Oriental Students by Non-Oriental Supervisors. There will be a brief introduction of Oriental cultural background, followed by discussion on the major difference between Oriental and Occidental cultures, and then some practical ideas and suggestions for the supervision of Oriental students by non-Oriental supervisors. Leader: Man Poong Kim
F. Supervision of Non-Oriental Students by Oriental Supervisors. A dialogue about issues affecting supervision in rural settings. Particular attention will be given to supervising students of music, education, personal care, and social work. Leader: Donoso S. Escobar

Selection III - Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.
G. Environmental Factors in Supervision: Supervising in Rural America. A dialogue about issues affecting supervision in rural settings. Particular attention will be given to supervising students of music, education, personal care, and social work. Leader: Donoso S. Escobar
H. Learning Games and Alternative Styles of Supervision. Participants will share themselves in a fun card tournament that opens dialogue into models of ministry as an issue of supervision. Leader: G. Wade Rowatt

J. Myers-Briggs Type Indicator: An Ongoing Resource for Ministry Supervision. This workshop will explore correlations between the M.B.T.I. and identity, both personal identity and ministry identity with an emphasis on self-esteem. Attention will be given to supervisory settings and the sixteen major types. Leader: Jon W. Rainbow

Selection IV - Tuesday, 11:00 a.m.
K. A Non-Minister of Education Supervisor as the Minister of Education Student. The following questions will be addressed: What is the history of the Minister of Education in Southern Baptist life? What are the functional images of the Minister of Education in church life? What is unique about the role of the Minister of Education in Southern Baptist life? Leader: William B. Rogers, Jr.
L. Voices from the Field: A Conversation with Members of Lay Committees. A lay committee will discuss their experiences in supervision with the student minister they supervised. This session will provide an opportunity for dialogue with the participants. Leader: J. Oceans Incarnation: Empathetic Response in Supervision. This workshop will explore the value of the empathetic response in pastoral supervision as a way to nurture incarnation. Leader: R. James Fleming

Supervisory Section Meetings, Tuesday, 2:15 p.m.
D. Min. Supervisors, Wednesday, 9:00 a.m.
Supervision: An Egalitarian Partnership for Ministry

If part of your ministry it is to supervise student ministers, we’re offering a conference you can’t afford to miss.

Plenary Features:
Monday, 12:00-2:00 p.m.
Empowering ministry in a multi-cultural environment: Responding to a racially and nationally mixed population. This after-luncheon feature will include a brief verbal description of ministering in the current cultural environment, and then continue with a dialogue among participants.
Comments, questions, and problems about supervisory theological students in the current cultural climate are encouraged from all participants.
Leaders: Drs. Doris A. Borchert and John P. Dever

Tuesday, 12:30-2:00 p.m.
Empowering ministry in a multi-cultural environment: Responding to the variety of individual needs in our culture. This after-luncheon feature will include a brief verbal description of ministering to persons giving attention to their individual contexts. Comments, questions, and problems about supervising theological students to contextualize their ministry activities and programs are encouraged from all participants.
Leaders: Drs. C. Anne Davis and Walter C. Jackson

Pre-Conference Workshop
Monday, 8:30-11:30 a.m.
Supervision I: An Introduction to Ministry Supervision. A presentation of some basic elements of the theory and practice of ministry supervision including learning goals and evaluation.
Leaders: Walter C. Jackson, Doris A. Borchert, and Mary Alice Seals

Registration Form
Name
Address
City/State/ZIP
Phone

I will need housing for the night(s) of
I will attend the Monday luncheon: [ ] yes [ ] no
I will attend the Tuesday luncheon: [ ] yes [ ] no

Workshop Selections: Number 1 and 2nd choices:
Pre-Conference Workshop
A. Supervision I: An Introduction to Ministry Supervision
B. Creative Ministrual Responses to an Abusive Culture
C. Supervision and Theological Reflections: Helping Students Develop a Rationale for Ministry
D. Evaluation in Supervision
Selection II: Monday, 2:15 p.m.
E. Supervision in an Ecumenical Setting
F. Supervision of Oriental Students by Non-Oriental Supervisors
G. Environmental Factors in Supervision: Supervising in Rural America
Selection II: Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.
H. Learning Games and Alternative Styles of Supervision
I. Environmental Factors in Supervision: Supervising in the Inner City
J. Myers-Briggs Type Indicator: An Ongoing Resource for Ministry Supervision
Selection IV: Tuesday, 11:00 a.m.
K. A Non-Minister of Education Supervisor as the Minister of Education Student
L. Voices From the Field: A Conversation with Members of Lay Committees
M. Incar: Empathetic Response in Supervision
Supervisory Section Meetings, Tuesday, 2:15 p.m.
Please indicate which Section Meeting you will attend:
Christian Education Church Music
Doctor of Ministry Social Work
Theology
D. Min. Supervisors, Wednesday, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Supervision: An Egalitarian Partnership for Ministry

Conference Cost: SBTs Supervisors-Free
Other Participants-$75.00
Conference Schedule

Monday, September 20

8:00 - 8:45  Registration in WMU Hall (Carver Building)
8:30 - 11:30  Pre-conference Workshop: Supervision I
10:30  Registration Continues—Norton Foyer
12:00 - 2:00  Luncheon with Plenary, Mullins Lounge
2:15 - 3:30  Workshops—Selection I
3:30  Break
3:45 - 5:00  Workshops—Selection II

Tuesday, September 21

7:00  Breakfast Available in Sampey Hall Cafeteria
8:30 - 9:45  Workshops—Selection III
10:00  Seminary Worship, Alumni Chapel
11:00 - 12:15  Workshops—Selection IV
12:30 - 2:00  Luncheon with Plenary, Mullins Lounge
2:15 - 4:00  Supervisory Section Meetings
Christian Education
Church Music
Doctor of Ministry
Social Work
Theology

Wednesday, September 22

9:00 - 12:00  D.Min. Supervisors

Supervision As Ministry Conference

September 20-22, 1993

"Empowering Ministry in a Multi-Cultural Environment"